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INTRODUCTION 

Zika virus is a mosquito –borne flavivirus that come out and first recognizedin Uganda in 1947 in 
monkeys through a community that observed yellow fever. It have become later indentified in 
people in 1952 in Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzaniz. Epidemic of Zika virus diasease had 
been telerecord in Africa, the Americas, Asia and the Pacific. From the  60s to 1980s, human beings 
contamination were positioned throughout Africa and Asia, normally noticed by moderate illness [1]. 

Incidence 

Zika virus sickness outbreak within the World Health Organizations region of the Americas started in 
Brazil, which first suggested a laborartory that confirmed Zika virus outbreak in May 2015. Colombia 
established community transmission of Zika virus about 5 months later, in October 2015. In 2015, 
microcephaly pervasiveness in Brazil was 5.5 in step with 10,000 staybirths, representing an 
approximate 9 fold growth over the common incident throughout the progress of about 14 years 
[2,3]. 

In Pregnancy 

Zika virus infection during pregnancy in a known cause microcephaly and severe congnital brain 
abnormalties and has been connected with other start defects related to relevant  nervous gadget 
damage. Since October, Brazil has visible 508 confirmed cases of microcephaly in new borns. At least 
17 of those instances have a confirmed link to the Zika virus. There were only 146 instances in 2014. 

So far, 27 babies have died from the condition,which takes atleast 
5 cases linked to Zika. An additional 70 deaths are underneath 
investigation and government are investigating 3,935 suspected 
cases. Other Latin American nations are seeing cases in new borns 
as well.Colombia reported greater then 6,000 pregnant ladies 
have tested positive for the virus [1,2,4]. 

 

ABSTRACT 
Zika (Zee-ka) virus disease is a mosquito –borne viral infection that primarily takes place in tropical and subtropical 
regions of the world. Most humans infected with Zika virus have no signs and symptoms, whilst others file slight fever, 
rash and muscle pain. Other signs may encompass headache, red eyes (conjuctivitis) and a preferred feeling of 
discomforrt. Zika virus infections during being pregnant had been related to miscarriage and can cause microcephaly, a 
potentially deadly congential mind condition. Zika virus also may cause different neurological disorders which includes 
Guillain-Barré syndrome analysis of Zika virus infection can most effective be confirmed through laboratory 
assessments on blood or other body fluids,consisting of urine, saliva or semen. No particular antiviral remedy for Zika 
virus sickness exists. Treatment is geared towards relieving signs with rest, fluids and medications. 
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According to WHO 

On February 1, 2016, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared that the current affiliation of 
Zika infection with clusters of microcephaly and different neurologic problems constituted a Public 
Health Emergency of International Concern. At that time, the Zika virus had emerged in 25 countries 
and territories in South and Central America. A lot has passed off considering the fact that then. The 
past months have proven that modern –day Zika virus epidemic has merge as a major assignment for 
the clinical and scientific communities [5,3] (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The history of Zika Virus (According to WHO) 

 Source- https://www.who.int/emergencies/zika-virus/timeline/en 

Virology and Pathogenesis 

Zika virus is a optimistic sense single stranded RNA virus in the circle of own family Flaviviridae, 
which includes numerous one of a kind mosquito borne viruses of scientific importance (e.g. DENV, 
WNV and yellow fever virus [YFV]). Its closest relative is Spondweni virus, the great other member if 
its clade. The Zika virus genome incorporates 10,794 nt encoding 3,419 aa. Like different flavivirus, 
Zika virus is composed of two noncoding regions (5’ and 3’) that flank an open analyzing frame, 
which encodes a polyprotein cleaved into the capsid, precursors of membrne, envelope and seven 
nonstructural proteins. Phylogenetic analysis shows that Zika virus can be categorised into 
wonderful African and Asian lineages, each emerged from East Africa throughout the late 1800s 
early 1900s. The Asian lineage originated all thourgh the viruses migration from Africa to South East 
Asia, wherein it became first detected in Malaysia. From there, Zika virus unfold to the Pacific 
Islands, one at a time to Yap and French Polynesia and then to New Caledonia, Cook Islands, Easter 
Islands and the Americas . 

A study of Zika virus’s molecular evolution, based mostly on viral strains accumulated from 4 nations 
in West Africa within the route of 1947-2007, identified several sites inside the Zika viral genome 
that were under study negative desire pressure. This finding suggests frequent purging of 
deleterious polymorphisms in functionally vital genes and the possibility of recombination, which 
takes place rarely among flaviviruses. The implications of this finding require further evaluation with 
recognize to viral spread, zoonotic renovation and epidemiologic potential. 
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Figure 2: Cases of laboratory –confirmed,advanced Zika virus contamination in the United States, 
via state, January 1, 2015 –February 10, 2016. All times are imported, except 2 sexually acquired 

autochthonous occurrence 

Source- http://www.cdc.gov/zika/geo/united-states.html 

After mosquito vaccination of a human host, cellular genes get entry to possibly resembles that of 
various flaviviruses,wherein the virus take up in pores and skin cells through cell receptors, allowing 
relocation to the lymph nodes and blood stream. One obsereved and established that human pores 
and skin fibrobalsts, keratinocytes and immature dendritic cells allow get admission to of Zika virus. 
Several get entry to and adhesion factor (e.g. AXL receptor, tyrosine kinase) facilitate contamination 
and mobile autophagy, wished for flavivirus replication, complements Zika virus replication in skin 
fibroblasts. After mobile gets accessed, flavivirus usually replicate inside the endoplasmic reticulum-
derived vesicles. However, Zika virusantigenswere located exclusively in the nuclei of inflamed cells. 
This locating suggests a place for replication that differs from that of different flaviviruses and merits 
in addition investigation [6-11]. 

Causes 

The virus is most usually transmitted while an Aedes mosquito bites a person with an active infection 
after which spreads the virus by biting others. Those people emerge as companies once they have 
symptoms. Lay out of the virus throughout the sexual contact and blood transmission has been 
appeared [1,3,12] (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Causes of Zika Virus contamination 
 

Source- https://myupchar.com/en/disease/zika-virus.amp 

Hazard Factors  

Factors that located at great threat of growing Zika virus sickness include: 

 Living or touring in areas in which there had been outbreaks. Being in tropical and 
subtropical regions will growth the hazard of publicity to the virus that causes Zika virus 
sickness. 

 Having unprotected sex. Isolated instances or sexually transmitted Zika virus were reported 
[3]. 

Signs and Indications 

As many as 4 out of 5 people infected with Zika virus have no signs or no indications. When signs and 
symptoms do occur, they usually begin to 7 days after being bitten through an inflamed mosquito. 
Signs and symptoms of Zika virus disorder most usually include: 

 Slight fever 

 Rash 

 Joint or muscle pain 

 Headache 

 Crimson eyes(conjunctivitis) 

 Most people recover absolutely with signs resolving in approxiamtely a week [4,3] 

Treatment 

 No unique antiviral treatment for Zika virus disease exists 

 Zika virus sickness is usually slight and requires no unique remedy 

 Persons illwith Zika virus must get masses of rest, drink sufficient fluids 

 Medication including acetaminophen (Tylenol, others) and ibuprofen (Advil, Mortin 
IB,others) to alleviate joint ache and fever 

 If symptoms worsen,they need to be searched for hospital therapy and advice. There is 
currently no vaccine available 

 No vaccine exists to save from Zika virus [2,3] 

Prevention 

 Cover uncovered pores and skin with the aid of wearing long –sleeved shirts and lengthy 
pants. 
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 Use an insect repellent containing DEET; this is approved with the aid of the Environmental 
Protection Agency, as directed. 

 Use Permethrin handled garb and outside gear, together with boots, pants, socks and tents. 

 You should purchase pre-treated clothing equipment or deal with them yourself. 

 Stay and sleep in screened –in or air-conditioned room. 

 Use a bed net if the region wherein you are sound asleep is exposed to the outdoors.[3] 

Complications 

Zika virus infections during pregnancy had been connected to miscarriage and microcephaly, 
probably deadly congenital thoughts condition. Zika virus additionally can motive different 
neurological disorders inclusive of Guillain-Barré syndrome [1, 6]. 

CONCLUSION 

See your health practitioner in case you suppose you or a member of the family member may 
moreover have Zika virus, especially if you have nowadays travelled to a place where in there’s an 
ongoing outbreak. The centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has blood examination to 
search for Zika virus or similar diseases which include dengue or Chikungunya virus, which is 
probably unfold by manner of the same kind of mosquitoes. 
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